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DISCLAIMER
The information contained in this presentation is provided for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to
buy securities. Under no circumstances is the information contained in this presentation to be construed as a public offering of the securities described herein or
be considered as advice in respect of making an investment in securities. The information contained herein is not investment or financial product advice and has
been prepared without taking into account the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any particular person. The views, opinions and
advice provided in this presentation reflect those of the individual presenters only.
The contents of this document are confidential and are only for those persons to whom it is transmitted. By their acceptance of this document, each recipient
agrees not to transmit, reproduce or make available to anyone, other than their professional advisors, this document or any information contained therein. No
person has been authorized to give any information or to make any representations not contained in this document. Any such information or representation that is
given or received must not be relied upon.
This document contains forward-looking information within the meaning of applicable Canadian securities legislation. The forward-looking information contained
in this document is not historical information but reflects the current expectations regarding future results or events. Forward looking statements include but are
not limited to, statements regarding market growth, the throughput targets of industrial hemp, cannabis and biomass, the construction of facilities, the Company’s
ability to obtain all applicable licenses and certifications, the adequacy of the Company’s working capital to develop its business, the Company’s ability to grow its
business in the cannabis and tobacco sectors, the Company’s anticipated timelines for certain events to occur, the Company’s future plans and any other
statements which are not historical facts. When used in this document, the words such as “aim”, “anticipate”, “could”, “estimate”, “expect”, “intend”, “may”,
“potential”, “should” and similar expressions are forward looking statements. The forward-looking information is subject to a number of risks, uncertainties and
other factors that could influence actual results or events and cause them to differ materially from these forward-looking statements and current expectations,
including changing consumer preferences, management’s ability to attract and retain qualified staff and management’s ability to effectively carry out its
strategy. Although we have attempted to identify important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in forward-looking
information, there may be other factors that cause results not to be as anticipated, estimated or intended. The forward-looking information contained in this
document constitutes our current estimate, as of the date of this document, with respect to the matters covered hereby. No party should assume that any
forward-looking information contained in this document represents our estimate as of any date other than the date of this document and are cautioned not to
place undue reliance on such information due to the inherent uncertainty therein. We do not undertake to update any forward-looking information. For the
reasons set forth above, undue reliance should not be place on forward-looking information. The Company does not undertake to update any forward-looking
information, except in accordance with securities laws.
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RADIENT HIGHLIGHTS
Unique, Continuous-Flow Extraction and Processing

• Higher throughputs, 95 - 99% recovery of cannabinoids achieved
• Full cannabinoid and terpene profiles preserved

Science-Backed New Product Development Capabilities
•
•

Team of experienced scientists and engineers developing unique formulations and ingredients
In-house development of novel formulations including water soluble powders and emulsions,
topicals, edibles, dabbables, and vapes

Strategic Partnerships: Shoppers Drug Mart, Fluum, Tunaaaroom

• Developed an exclusive brand for Shoppers Drug Mart’s Medical Cannabis by Shoppers
• Tunaaaroom gives Radient exposure to the explosive growth of the concentrate category

Increasing Retail Product Production Capacity

• Successfully launched extracts, oral sprays and vapes
• Ready-to-launch: drink crystals, hot chocolate, shots, drink drops, unique dabbables, topicals
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RECENT ACHIEVEMENTS
Feb 2020: Supply Agreement with Shoppers Drug Mart
April 2020: Health Canada Analytical Testing License granted
June 2020: Health Canada Standard Processors Licenses renewed
Health Canada Sales License granted
July 2020: Supply Agreement with Fluum
Registered for sales directly to provinces: AB, BC, SK, MB, NB, NS, NU, NT
Nov 2020: Receipt of Cannabis Research License for Human Administration,
Trials and Sensory and Taste Evaluation of Cannabis Products
Nov 2020: Licensing Agreement with Tunaaaroom
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PROGRESSIVE BUSINESS MODEL
Advancing higher product margins through high value retail products

Wholesale
biomass

Leveraging
unique
manufacturing
advantages

+

Sciencebacked
product
development

+

Creating high
value
Retail Products
for direct sales

Retail
products
(high margin)
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MARKET TRENDS:
Sales Growth
•
•
•
•

Canadian rec sales have doubled yearover-year.
Increased retail locations, new product
categories and price compression are
driving growth.
Illicit market sales are now 49% of total
cannabis spending1 in
Canada vs 69% in Q1/19.
Cowen & Co. is forecasting sales
growth of 30% in 2021.

1. Statscan Q2/20
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MARKET TRENDS:
Store Count Rising
•
•
•
•

A slow roll out of retail stores continues to limit sales but is now seeing significant improvement.
Despite having 39% of the Canadian adult population, Ontario only has 15% of the
country's retail locations.
Ontario recently announced it will license 20 new stores per week, a 4x increase from
September.
Quebec has only 45 stores currently but will go to 70 by March 2021.
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MARKET TRENDS:
2.0 Growth
•
•
•

New cannabis products have gained significant market share, but still trail US
markets.
Vape, edibles and concentrates all lag the US and are expected to see strong growth.
Western US states have extracted product market share of 40-50% vs only 24%
currently in Canada.
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CHALLENGES FACING THE CANNABIS PRODUCTS MARKET
Existing Challenges

Market Gaps

QUALITY & CONSISTENCY

Reliable products that meet
high regulatory standards.

Unreliable consistency in cannabinoid products.
MARKET APPEAL

Cannabinoids often masked by sugar, salt, etc.

Healthy products that taste and
smell appealing to consumers.

STABILITY
Cannabinoids degrade quickly.

Stabilized products with a longer
shelf life.

EFFICIENCY
Most extraction methods recover only 7080% of cannabinoids from plants.

Products with a broad spectrum of
cannabinoids.

SCALING UP
Difficult to scale up to meet market demand.

Industrial scale manufacturing
capabilities.
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SCIENCE BACKED CANNABIS PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
MARKET GAPS

Inconsistent potency/dosages
Product shelf life
Commercially appealing
taste/smell
Lack of full cannabinoid profiles
that can reflect original strain

Radient’s team of
in-house scientists

SOLUTIONS

Standardized ingredients exact strength and potency
Ingredients that improve taste,
shelf life of cannabis beverages
and edibles
Broad spectrum formulations
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UNIQUE CONTINUOUS FLOW PROCESSING METHOD
 Continuous flow vs. batch processing:
•
•

No stopping and re-starting material flows.
Minimize human intervention.

 Industrial scale throughputs:
•

Possible without costly additional
machine time/human labour.

•

Avoids additional processing steps such as
winterization.

THE RESULT:
Higher rates of quality and consistency, even
at industrial scale volumes.
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RADIENT CANNABIS EXTRACT PRODUCTS
•
•

Standardized concentration in pharma-grade carrier oil.
Oral delivery via droppers, softgels, tablets, sprays, suppositories.

•

Formulated liquids for inhalation delivery via vaporizing devices.

•

Creams, ointments, gels, cosmetics, patches.

Formulations

•
•

Solid and liquid forms for edibles.
Water soluble, water dispersible forms of beverages.

Concentrates

•
•

High concentration extracts.
Shatter, badder, BHO, live resin.

Standardized Extracts
and Powders

Vaping Liquids

Topical
Formulations
Edible

* Each formulation type may require different cannabis extract properties
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PARTNERSHIP: MEDICAL CANNABIS FORMULATIONS

Strategic Partnership with Shoppers Drug Mart
•
•
•
•

BioU was created exclusively for
Shoppers and is available Canada-wide
Shoppers is one of the largest
pharmacy retailers in Canada

Radient will launch additional products
under BioU for Shoppers
A three-year agreement, subject to
renewal for an additional two years
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LICENSING AGREEMENT
Tunaaaaroom Brands
•
•
•

Vast catalog of over 1000 high-quality
cannabis cultivars with unique and popular
terpene profiles
RTI has created formulated concentrates
(dabs, vapes) that mimic the specific terpene
profiles of Tunaaaarom strains
First order received and product delivery in
January 2021
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ANALYTICAL TESTING AND R&D SERVICES
•
•

•

Radient recently launched Radient Lab Services to leverage its scientific expertise,
state-of-the-art laboratories, and Health Canada Research and Analytical Licenses
Providing third-party analytical services to Licensed Producers, including:
•
Cannabinoid potency testing
•
Cannabinoid and terpene profiles
•
Contaminants testing
Including advanced services:
• Shelf-Life / Stability Studies
• Comprehensive evaluation of cannabis product sensory properties (taste, smell, touch)
• Via Health Canada research license allowing RTI to administer cannabis products to human
subjects

•

Advanced Cannabis Product Development services
• Development of cannabis formulations with desirable product attributes and flavour profiles
• Including tinctures, vapes, dissolvable powders, emulsifications, beverages, edibles and topicals
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EXTRACTION AND PROCESSING FACILITIES

EDMONTON, ALBERTA
• Health Canada-approved, industrial-scale
extraction facilities,
• Flexible configuration, multiple
production line capacity for varying
consumer cannabis products,
• High-capacity throughput to meet
growing demand,
• High quality and safety standards.
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R&D LABORATORY - EDMONTON
R&D LAB
• Full-scale 18,000 sq ft research &
development laboratory

• Team of highly qualified in-house scientists
experienced in the development of clinically
validated botanical products and ingredients
• Fully equipped scientific lab with analytical
equipment, for the development of novel
ingredients, formulations and products

• Sensory Testing Lab to allow controlled
administration of cannabis to human subjects
to complete a comprehensive evaluation of
sensory and taste preferences
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FUTURE GROWTH ROADMAP

Strategic M&A

Expanding into new territories

Signing new partners

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

USA
Europe
Asia
Latin America

Cannabis
Flavour companies
CPGs
Cosmetics
Pharma
F&B
Tobacco
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OUTLOOK & DEVELOPMENTS
•

Positioned in a growing market with strong
partnerships and licensing agreements increasing
sales volumes,

•

Sales volumes expected to grow to 50,000
units/month minimum,

•

Gross revenues anticipated to be in the $20-$25M
range at a minimum,

•

Focused on building revenues through additional
partnerships, and collaborations to launch unique
formulated cannabinoid product brands Canadawide.
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MANAGEMENT

Harry Kaura, CEO

• 20+ years' experience in
engineering, real estate,
construction, and operations,
• Radient Director since 2013,
• Bachelor of Engineering from
Gulbarga University in India.

Dr. Steven Splinter, CTO

• Founder & Director,
• Previously served as Director of
Chemical & Environmental
Processes at BC Research,
• Dr. Splinter earned a Ph.D. in
Engineering Science in 1994.

Prakash Hariharan, CFO

• Former portfolio manager at
Front Street Capital,
• CEO & Chairman of
AnalytixInsight (TSX-V: ALY),
• Financial Engineering degree
from York University, MBA from
the Schulich School of Business,
undergraduate degree in
Chemical Engineering.
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CAPITAL STRUCTURE
RTI: TSX-V | RDDTF:OTCQX
Market cap: ~$30M
Shares O/S: 345M
Warrants: 42.7M (avg $0.29)
Options: 24M (avg $0.71)
Shares fully diluted: 412M
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